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History & Acknowledgement

� 1988   Andrew Vince introduced the notion of star 
chromatic number.

� Journal of Graph Theory Supported the New Notion.
� 1990 Pavol Hell  Proved that Computing the circular

chromatic number of a graph  is NP-Hard.
� 1996   Xuding Zhu started writing his survey.





28 open problems





Definitions & Preliminaries

� A (k,d)-coloring of a graph assigns 
congruence classes mod k to the vertices so 
that adjacent vertices are assigned classes 
that are at least d apart.

� (k,1)-coloring is just an ordinary k-coloring.



Which (k,d)-coloring is better

�The “best” (k,d)-coloring is 
that one in which k/d is as 
small as possible.



The best (k,d)-coloring for C 5?

(3,1)-coloring



The best (k,d)-coloring for C 5?

(5,2)-coloring



circular chromatic number

� The circular chromatic number of G is the 
infimum of k/d such that G has a (k,d)-
coloring.



Vince Theorem:

� The infimum in the definition of circular 
chromatic number is always attained.

� The circular chromatic number is rational.



Known Results: 
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1. Complexity?



Our answer:

� If  the  chromatic  number is known,  the 
problem of  determining whether or not  Xc =  

X  is still NP-Hard.







2.   Circular Edge Chromatic      
Number?

� Definition. Circular Edge Chromatic Number 
of a graph is Circular Chromatic Number of 
its line graph.



The Questions: 











3.    Circular Chromatic Number 
of Mycielski’s Graph?

� Definition:
� A simple graph G, Mycielski’s construction produces a 

simple graph M(G) containing G. Beginning with G having 
vertex {v1,v2,…,vn}, add U={u1,u2,…,un} and w. add edges 
to make ui to adjacent to NG(vi), and finally let N(w)=U.
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Conjecture:
(Chang, Huang, and Zhu 1999)



































A note on circular chromatic    
number of Mycielski's graphs:

� The circular chromatic number of Mycielski's graph of every uniquely 
colorable graph is equal to the chromatic number of its Mycielski's
graph.
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Distance 
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Plane coloring



Plane Coloring Problem
(Edward Nelson 1950)

� Color all the points on the xy-plane so that 
any two points of unit distance apart get 
different colors.  

� What is the smallest number of colors needed to 
accomplish the above ? 

� Seven colors are enough [Moser & Moser, 1968] 



< 1





At least we need four colors 
for coloring the plane

Assume three colors, red, blue and green, are 
used. 

X

Moser Spindle



Distance Graphs
Eggleton, Erd s et. al. [1985 – 1987] 

� For a given set D of positive integers, the 
distance graph G(Z, D) has:

Vertices: All integers Z as vertices; 

Edges: u and v are adjacent |u - v| D   

D = {1, 3, 4} 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



Lonely Runner Conjecture

� Suppose k runners running on a circular field 
of circumference r.  Suppose each runner 
keeps a constant speed and all runners have 
different speeds.  A runner is called “lonely” at 
some moment if he or she has (circular)  
distance at least r/k apart from all other 
runners.  

� Conjecture: For each runner, there exists 
some time that he or she is lonely. 







Parameter involved in the 
Lonely Runner Conjecture

For any real x, let || x || denote the shortest 
distance from x to an integer.  
For instance, ||3.2|| = 0.2 and ||4.9||=0.1.  

Let D be a set of real numbers, let t be any real 
number: 

||D t|| : = min { || d t ||: d D}.     

(D) : = sup { || D t ||: t R}.   



Example

� D = {1, 3, 4}  (Four runners)

||(1/3) D|| = min {1/3, 0, 1/3} = 0

||(1/4) D|| = min {1/4, 1/4, 0} = 0

||(1/7) D|| = min {1/7, 3/7, 3/7} = 1/7

||(2/7) D|| = min {2/7, 1/7, 1/7} = 1/7

||(3/7) D|| = min {3/7, 2/7, 2/7} = 2/7 

(D) = 2/7 [Chen, J. Number Theory, 1991] ¼. 



Wills Conjecture:

For any D,   
 1  |D| 

1
 (D) 

+
≥ϕ

� Wills, Diophantine approximation, in German, 1967.

� Betke and Wills, 1972. (Confirmed for |D|=3.) 

� Cusick, View obstruction problem, 1973.

� Cusick and Pomerance, 1984. (Confirmed for |D| 4.)     
� Bienia et al, View obstruction and the lonely runner, 

JCT B, 1998. (New name.) 
� Y.-G. Chen, On a conjecture in diophantine

approximations, I – IV, J. Number Theory, 1990 &1991.
(A more generalized conjecture.)  
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Lonely Runner Conjecture

Zhu, 2001

L. & Zhu, J. Graph Theory , 2004



Thank You


